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Summruy
For some years GEC-Plessey Telecommunications has run courses for new software engineering
graduates to introduce them to the real life problems of programming in the real world. For two
weeks the graduates work in groups on software project with each group in competition with the
others. The course leader undertakes role play to give the groups experience of the customer,
manager, technical consultant and quality auditor personnel. A few "dirty tricks" help to simulate the
real world environment A "wash-up" session at the end reviews the lessons learned. The course is
found to have advantages over corresponding undergraduate courses as the restricted hours and full
supervision tend to highlight the problems that occur and ensure the lessons of the course are more
effectively learned. It is concluded that benefits of realism and awareness gained by the graduates
will mean the GPT course will continue to be a worthwhile course valued by company managers, and
that other companies may find it useful to incorporate such a course into their own training
programmes.

Introduction - The Need For The GPT Course
�

The GEC-Plessey Telecommunications company at Nottingham (formerly Plessey Networks and
Office Systems) has for the past eight years been running two week, full time project courses for new
software engineering graduate entrants to the company. These courses were devised at the request of
managers to 'knock the new graduates into shape' by giving them an experience of industrial working
methods and practices. The courses are based on practical work with each graduate spending 90% of
the time working on a programming project. This project work is undertaken in groups as an
important part of the course requirement is to give experience of working effectively within a team.
It has been found by the software managers that although graduates of computer science (Ref 1), and
even some graduates of electronics (Ref 2) and other subjects (Ref 3,4 ), had been given some
education of software engineering principles, they still seemed to have difficulty in putting the theory
into practice in the 'real' work environment. In later years there has been a marked improvement in
graduates in this respect as more and more degree courses have introduced group projects, some
working in the manner of a small software house sometimes referred to as the 'Software Hut' (Ref
5,6,7), some from as early as the first year (Ref 8,9). Nevertheless, GPT have still found that
graduates will learn a lot from the OPT course even though some undergraduates will have already
experienced group project work at their university or polytechnic. This paper examines the OPT
course and suggests why it is more successful than undergraduate courses in giving an experience of
software engineering principles and practice in the 'real' world.
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The Course Format

Each of the GPT software engineering training courses is two weeks in length and is given to
graduates working in software departments within the first couple of months of joining the company.
In recent years a need has also been found for hardware engineers to have an appreciation of the
principles of software engineering, and so many hardware department managers have sent their
graduates on the software engineering course.
During the course the participants are divided into groups with each team working on the same project
in competition with each other. The size of the groups has varied between a minimum of 3 people
(Ref 10) and a maximum of 5. Whenever possible a group size of 4 has been used, this size being
found to be the optimum to ensure that all members 'pulled their weight' without any one member
becoming too dominant. Two or three such groups make up the total numbers for a single course.
The project work involves programming in a high level language. Pascal, Coral and C have all been
used, depending on the abilities of the participants. Often the course follows an earlier GPT course in
a specific language so the graduates are familiar with both the language and the equipment provided at
the GPT training centre. The training centre staff also get to know the graduates before the course
which enables the teams to be picked with each group having a range of abilities and with every group
having an equal chance of producing the best project.
Choice of Project

A number of different projects have been used for this course. In each case the project is chosen such
that it would be possible to produce some usable software in the time available. However, there is
always scope for any team to attempt to take on more than they can handle, and there is little margin
for inefficiency and error in the development schedule.
Where possible a 'real' project is used (Refs 3, 11), such as development of an administration system
for the GPT Training Centre's own needs. There is no doubt that the thought that the best project
would be actually used gives a little bit of extra motivation. Motivation has never been a problem,
however, each participant has to be present for the contractual company hours, and graduates are
normally very keen to get on and do something positive within their new company environment.
Successful courses have been run using simple computer games as the target product. Indeed, any
project seems to be successful providing the participants can find some interest in the product they are
developing.
Project Supervision

Supervision of the course is full time with at least one member of staff overseeing the two or three
project groups involved. During the course the course leader will take on specific roles relating to the
project. At any one time the course leader can play the part of:
•
The lecturer/technical consultant - giving technical advice regarding the computer hardware
and software, and any software engineering problems.
•
The customer - who may have some overall technical knowledge but cannot follow in detail
how any proposed system will work. Like all 'real' customers, he can be vague about his
requirements, he can change his mind, and can say things he didn't really mean!
•
The manager - who may ask for project plans, progress reports, and technical details from
time to time. The manager can apply additional requirements or constraints on the project teams
working methods. He may also apply pressure when the project gets behind schedule.
•
The quality auditor - who reenforces the manager role with quality checks and inspections of
documentation and code throughout the project.
These roles are for the most part kept quite distinct. The course leader will make it clear which role he
is taking at any one time and will refuse to answer questions unsuitable for his current role with
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comments such as "Only the customer would know that". Advice is also limited to the current role, so
that, for example, as 'the customer' the course leader will happily agree to product suggestions even
though he knows as 'technical consultant' the suggestions would be difficult, or impossible to put
into practice.
If another member of staff is available, both will take the role of customer, acting as different
directors of a client company. In these circumstances the customers are deliberately given different
personalities, and different ideas about what they expect from the product. For example, one
customer may be enthusiastic jumping at every suggestion a team may make no matter how
impractical, the other may be very conservative, putting a dampener on any suggestion that differs
from his original ideas, regardless of how good the suggestion is. Although many students have been
told customers may differ in this way, few are prepared for the difficulties and contradictions
encountered. For most graduates, it is the first time they have met this type of problem.
Course Introduction -The First Day
The course starts with a half day of lectures giving an introduction to the industry working methods
and practices and explaining some of the problems of working in groups. Although the amount the
graduates take in at this stage is limited, and many graduates of computer science will have covered
the same theory in their degree course, it is useful to refer back to these lectures as problems arise and
at the end of the course. Indeed, it is possible to make quite accurate predictions of where problems
will arise in the project knowing full well that most of the problems will still occur despite the
warnings. This element of "I told you so" helps to drive home the message as the remainder of the
course unfolds.
By lunch time of the first day the course participants are given the problem they are to undertake. The
specification is deliberately vague, incomplete, and in places ambiguous. Working as individuals in
the first instance, each participant is asked to write down what he or she knows from the specification
and what are the areas that need clarification. The 'customer' will not answer questions at this stage.
The course participants are then assigned to their groups where the first task is to pool their ideas and
prepare a list of questions for the customer.
During the afternoon of the first day each group has the opportunity to interview the 'customer', or
'customers' if there is more than one member of staff participating. During the interview the
customers are rather naive about their own requirements, but a considerable amount of additional
information is given depending on the skill of the interviewing groups in choosing the right
questions. Some of the extra information may actually contradict the initial specification, it is up to the
groups to determine what the customers really want.
Following the interview the 'manager' will ask for an initial project schedule for the remainder of the
time available. The groups are given until the end of the first day to produce their schedule. Without
exception every group has so far produced a plan to develop their product in a single step referred to
as the 'waterfall' approach by Boehm (Ref 12). Although warnings of the dangers of this method are
given during the morning's session, no attempt is made to suggest any alternative once the actual
problem is revealed. It would appear that while some graduates have learned of alternatives on their
undergraduate course, none have so far had any ability to put these ideas into practice. The groups are
allowed to follow the 'waterfall' route in order that they experience the usual problems, and can
appreciate the lessons learned when discussed at the wind up session on the last afternoon of the
course.
Project Documentation Activities
As the project progresses the groups are asked to produce several documents. The documents
required and the format of the documents has varied over the years as the course has been developed.
In general, a customer requirements specification, a system design specification, a detailed design
specification and a project development plan are usually required in the first week of the project, and a
user manual, including any installation instructions, and maintenance manual are required by the
project completion time. The scope and detail of each document depends on the project undertaken
and the discretion of the course leader acting as 'manager'.
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Attempts are made to ensure that the groups do not get bogged down in the documentation. The
customer requirements may be required in the form of a short presentation to the customer and the rest
of the class. Prompt sheets are usually supplied for the system and detailed design specifications and
it is stressed that hand written documents with as many crossings out as required are perfectly
acceptable providing they can still be read. Sometimes a group may, despite discouragement, make
persistent demands for word processing facilities. In this case, to make a point, the course leader may
provide what they desire. The result is always the same, the group spends too much time making their
documents look pretty while their competitors are getting on with the project.
To save time the groups may be asked to present some documents verbally to the 'manager' who will
take notes during the presentation. The notes are sufficient for future reference when, for example,
cross checking the code against design. Questions by the 'manager' can make the verbal presentation
interactive - a useful way of showing the group concerned how inadequately thought out their designs
and plans may be.
Quality Audits
Quality checks are made whenever the course leader is shown any document or computer listing.
Regardless of which hat he may be wearing at the time the course leader will refuse to examine any
document or code unless it is properly identified with name, version number and time of issue. As
well as stressing the need for proper release control, this frequently saves the course leaders time
when, for example, he is asked as a technical consultant to help debug code from out of date listings!
At any time a group may be asked to produce documents and code listings for inspection by the
'quality auditor'. General checks are made for structure and style and also that the code corresponds
to the design. It is not difficult to catch a group out by finding differences between the code and the
design, usually as a result of inadequate initial designs leading to participants performing retrospective
design with much 'hacking' at the terminal.
The Course Conclusion - The Last Afternoon

�

The deadline for completing the project work is the lunchtime of the final day. During the last
afternoon the groups each give a demonstration of their product and a short presentation where each
group describes not only what they have done, but also how well they have performed as a team. As
well as the 'customer' in the person of the course leader, other members of _the training centre staff
and often the participants own managers will attend the final demonstrations and presentations. All
those attending, including the competitor groups, may ask questions and pass comments on each
team's performance. The knowledge that their managers may attend the final presentations gives a
useful added incentive for all participants to produce a respectable performance d�g the course.
Following the presentations the course leader holds a 'wash up' session reviewing the progress made
and emphasising the lessons to be learned. It is usually possible to make useful comparisons at this
stage, each group having encountered different problems through their projects. It is often possible to
show the penalty paid by a group for a mistake by drawing on the experience of a competitor group
who has not done things in quite the same way. The groups are encouraged to make their own
comments and observations in this session, as a point is more forcibly made if it comes from the
course participants rather than a member of the training centre staff.
Project Progress
The normal progress pattern for the project courses is for all to appear to go well in the first week.
Half way through the week the groups will have what they consider to be a well thought out
specification, and a realistic plan to produce the goods in the time available, usually they even allow a
little leeway for things to go wrong. Neither the specification nor the plan will be flawless with an
experienced course leader having little difficulty in finding a few holes in their proposals.
Nevertheless after a bit of patching the participants are able to get under way, and indeed, during the
remainder of the first week, and perhaps the first day of the second, the groups usually manage to
keep within, if not ahead of their schedule.
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The first signs of trouble usually come in the early part of the second week when the 'quality auditor'
points out differences between code and design. The initial design is usually inadequate or flawed and
corrections have invariably been made at the terminal, directly to the code. The dangers of this action
are often not fully appreciated at this stage as graduates appear to regard this method of working as
normal even if they admit it is undesirable.
By about the second day of the second week the groups begin to see the first problems appear as they
attempt significant integrations of different members' work. By half way through the second week
there are signs of concern, if not alarm, that the deadline of the end of the week may not be met. The
remainder of the week becomes a mad scramble to get something ready in time. The pressures of the
second week often begin to show on the course participants who have been known to fall out with
each other as recriminations fly over why a delay has occurred. The demonstrations at the end of the
week are more often than not accompanied by a series of excuses as the products fail to live up to the
specifications and are found to be full of errors.
The demands of the course leader are varied and follow no set pattern. Advantage can be taken of the
quieter moments to observe the working methods and progress of the group. A few strong hints can
prevent or reduce the more undesirable working practices such as a whole group sitting round a single
terminal taking turns to press the keys, and a quiet word here and there may reduce the pressures and
bring a group back onto speaking terms! There are, however, occasions when the course leader is
redundant, especially if there are only two groups participating. These periods are not long and tend
to be prone to interruption so it useful to have one or two small administration tasks that can be used
to fill in the cxld spare moment.
During the second week significant disasters seem to occur to hold up progress, an unknown fault
will be found in the compiler, a team member will be off sick for a day, or the computer response will
fall to an unacceptable level. Despite warnings, few participants make adequate backups of their work
and configuration control is often haphazard. It is often just assumed that backups will automatically
be made of the system, though few will ask whether, and how often this is done. The 'manager' or
'quality auditor' usually has to draw attention to the problem in order that the consequence of a
system crash or even just an accidental deletion on their own part will not be so serious as to destroy
the project.
To test the configuration control and to make a point, occasionally, if progress seems to be going too
well, the computer may have to develop a fault with a little help from the course leader, but in fact,
more often than not this type of disaster occurs quite naturally! Another of the dirty tricks that can be
made by the course leader is to take a copy of one or more groups work over a lunch time, and then,
half a day later, to replace their current systems by the out of date copy. The time taken to recover
from such a mishap can be very revealing of each groups organisation and control, and can be the
subject of much discussion in the course wash up session.

Assessment
There is no formal assessment of the individuals or groups on the GPT project course. Only if a
course participant performs either exceptionally well or exceptionally badly will a manager be notified
of an individual's performance. As managers continue to be keen to send their newly recruited
graduates (and sometimes other employees) on the course it can be deduced that they are pleased with
the knowledge and experience the course gives. Only on a couple of occasions has a participant
performed badly and refused to learn from the course. The two individuals concerned have both since
left the company having found their outlook incompatible with the company's environment.
The attitude of the participants are surveyed both informally at the final wash up session, and more
formally by question sheets at the end of the course. These attitudes have on the whole given a very
positive assessment of the course with participants feeling they have gained a useful insight into
software development in the 'real world'. The course is always subject to further development,
however, so constructive criticisms are welcomed and have often lead to minor changes in the way
the course is run.
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Lessons Learned
The lessons learned on the course are many:
•
For those that have never worked within a group before the experience of sharing and
coordinating the work load is invaluable. This is perhaps the most important lesson of all for those
who have never worked in a team before.
•
The necessity of getting the design right from beginning if the 'waterfall' development I?odel
is followed is emphasised, along with the difficulties encountered if the design is changed m the
coding phase. Most groups realise that the t�me they spent on design was inadequate when. seen in
retrospect. The course leader will also pomt out where advantage could have been gamed by
alternative development strategies.
•
The difficulty of getting the requirements and design correct from the beginning when dealing
with 'real' customers is also illustrated. To simulate 'real' customers the training centre staff
deliberately start with differing and vague ideas that clarify and change as the course progresses. The
customers ideas do not, in general, evolve in the same direction as the developments by the groups.
�

•
The problems of integration are emphasised, underlining the importance of defining
interfaces, unit testing, and of planning and allowing enough time for the integration process itself.
•
The participants become more realistic in their expectations when they learn that disasters are
not exceptional. Often they will complain about the inadequacies of the computer and its software, or
that too much was expected from them in the time available. In each case it is pointed out that they
were responsible for negotiating their own targets with the customer with a full knowledge of the
development equipment before the project was started. They learn that they cannot expect to live in an
ideal world.
In each case some or all of these lessons could be said to have been gained from the participants'
university or polytechnic courses. The difference is in how well the lessons have been learned. The
graduates will often know the theory of the points made, but they do not fully appreciate the
implications when it comes to their own work. There is no doubt that software managers appreciate
their new graduate entrants being brought 'down to earth'! This extra realism and awareness allows
the graduates to slot into an existing team more easily and increases their effectiveness by reducing
mistakes made through inexperience.
The Advantages of the GPT Course Over Similar Undergraduate Courses.
Many universities and polytechnics have course modules in software engineering and the principles
are well covered in standard text books (Ref 13,14). Of these courses, many contain components that
appear similar to the GPT course. Although usually spread over a longer period, in parallel to their
other studies, most computer science students and those on some other courses undertake group
software development projects as part of a study of software engineering. The project sizes are often
similar, with similar sized teams, and with similar documentation requirements, quality audits or role
play of the supervisor (Refs.15-19). Why is it, therefore, that the GPT course seems more successful
in getting the points across? Examination of the course in detail reveals a number of differences:
•
The course participants are kept strictly to company hours while on the GPT course. No extra
work is allowed even over the lunch period. Students, on the other hand, are well used to doing their
work at the last minute. Many have been experiencing a last minute rush to hand in work since their
early school days. It is not unusual to find students working through the night to meet a coursework
hand in date. It comes as no great surprise, therefore, to find themselves in a last minute rush to finish
an undergraduate project though the problem may be more severe than usual. The extra hours
required at the end of a project are subconsciously planned from the start. This is not the case on the
GPT course where the graduates are aware of exactly how much time they have to complete a project
Consequently they are very surprised and quite alarmed to find out how far their planning can go
wrong. This even applies to those that have worked in group projects in their university courses
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beforehand, though they are more aware and better prepared than their colleagues. Th� strict c?mpany
hours of the OPT courses play a major part in 'bringing home' the lessons of scheduling and tuning.
•
The role play by the course leader and other members of the GP� training ?entre staff is
significant. Although some role play is enacted by some undergraduate proJect supervisors the roles
are not usually as formally defined and the contact hours are often limited. This role play, particularly
when playing the deliberately vague nature of a customer is a valuable insight for the students who are
used to supervisors that at least pretend they know what they are talking about. Very few graduates
had met more than one customer presenting different ideas and opinions in their undergraduate
projects.
•
The close contact and obseivation of the groups by the course leader allows him to emphasise
points in the 'wash up' session at the end of the course by relating t� eve!1ts exp�rienced by the
groups during the course. Furthermore, as the groups have all been working side by side for the same
set hours, each group has been able to observe the experiences of others, and, as they are all working
to the same project specification, each group can see where they have been outperformed by other
groups. The course leader can draw attention to these differences during the wash up session to stress
the conclusions that are made.
•
As undergraduate courses are normally assessed as part of the degree, university and
polytechnic project supervisors usually to try and be totally fair to the participating students. This
tends to reduce the inclination to try any 'dirty tricks' such as deliberately disrupting the project work.
This unfortunately leaves the students with too much of an expectation of an ideal environment. The
dirty tricks, although seeming a little mean at times, educate the course participants on how to cope
with the inevitable occurrences of the real life environment they will later experience.
Collectively, these points mean the OPT course gives a better insight into the working methods and
practices of the industrial or commercial environment. The the set company hours the role play by the
course leader and even the dirty tricks help to produce the right atmosphere to facilitate typical
industrial working practices, and at the same time, an experience of the 'real world' is given in
relatively informal way. There is no doubt that the GPT managers appreciate their new graduates
having an idea of what to expect when they start work.
Conclusion

The GPT software engineering group project course provides a valuable education for new graduates
entering the company. The extra resources of staff time and equipment that the company can supply
help to give an insight into the industrial working practices and experiences of the 'real world'. While
there is an obvious expense for such a course the enthusiasm of OPT software managers to continue
sending their new graduates is a strong indication that the benefits outweigh the costs. Many
universities and polytechnics have group projects within the software engineering components of their
courses and these have improved the standard of awareness of the software engineering principles
over recent years. However, the company environment, and the extra resources of equipment and
available lecturer time, all help to effectively simulate 'real life' working conditions on the OPT
course and to bring home the lessons learned to an extent that is not possible within a higher
education establishment.
There is every indication that company managers will continue to want to send their new graduates on
the GPT course in the future. It must be concluded, therefore, that other companies should find the
GPT course a useful model to include in their own training programmes for software engineering
graduate recruits.
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